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PAS V Flashlight

ALCOHOL TESTING 
INSTRUMENTS

• Combines high-in-
tensity flashlight with 
passive alcohol sen-
sor

• 3-Mode LED Light

• UV light on detects 
residue of certain 
drugs such as co-
caine and amphet-
amines

• Sniffs breath, air or 
beverage for alcohol

• 3Xs longer battery life 
than the PAS IV

• Fuel cell sensor spe- 
 cific to alcohol

• Rechargeable NiMH  
 Batteries

  PAS V 
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Passive Alcohol Tester Built Into Flashlight
The PAS V is the next generation of passive alcohol sensors. It 
combines: a) LED 3-mode flashlight with b) a dynamic sampling 
system and c) a miniature alcohol sensor to “sniff” the ambient 
air, breath, open containers or enclosed spaces for the pres-
ence of alcohol with a push of a button. The LED light offers 3 
modes: high, low and strobe while providing up to 3Xs longer 
battery life per charge.

Ideal for DUI checkpoints and traffic stops.  The PAS V helps 
formulate probable cause without the subjects involvement and 
uses a platinum electrochemical fuel cell sensor of high alcohol 
specificity, accuracy and stability.

The unit is designed to be used to check alcohol presence/ab-
sence with or without a subject’s direct participation. There is no 
mouthpiece and the subject does not need to blow directly into 
the intake port. The instrument is easy to use and can be op-
erated with one hand, leaving the other completely free.  It has 
been designed to withstand the physical conditions experienced 
in operational situations and is resistant to adverse weather 
conditions and mechanical shocks.

UV Light Detects Certain Drugs
The blue UV light fluorescence residues of certain drugs such 
as cocaine and amphetamines.

Battery Charger Doubles as Storage Rack
The PAS V flashlight comes equipped with a rechargeable 
NiMH battery pack and a battery charger that operates on AC 
or DC power. The PAS V snaps securely into the battery char-
ger cradle. When mounted in a car the charger also secures the 
device for ready, convenient access as it charges the batteries.
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PAS V Flashlight

Specifications
Sensor type: Electrochemical Oxidation (Fuel Cell)
Results: Colored light bar graph

Breath Sampling: Breath sample intake fan, manual start
Response time: 5-10 seconds negative results, 10-30 seconds positive results
Power requirement: NiMH batter pack (included)
Test Mode: Passive 
Calbration: Using wet bath simulator

Size: 11 3|4” x 2”, 1 lb 9 oz
Warranty: One-year pars and labor, two years fuel cell

PAS V
Item Description Price
236 PAS V $749

Includes rechargeable battery, 
AC Cahrger, DC auto adapter, 
padded carrying case, manual,
and one-year warranty
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